CUSTOMER DIALOGUE MEETING SUMMARY
Meeting No. 121– Regina, SK – February 28, 2019

TransGas Outlook

Nomination Window

TransGas presented an overview of the outlook for
TransGas for the near future. This consisted of an overview
of TransGas’ mission, as well as the current state of the
TransGas system. TransGas presented ideas for guiding
principles for when it develops policy or service changes.
TransGas also presented a proposed list of policy items
that will be considered in 2019-20. TransGas facilitated a
discussion with Customer Dialogue and solicited their
feedback on these two items.

TransGas presented an overview on NIT to TEP (NTT)
nomination deadlines. This included an overview of the
current NTT deadline process and an explanation of some of
the challenges that the current process poses for TransGas
and recent feedback from the customers.
Facility Expansion
TransGas presented a summary of TransGas system
expansion plans for 2019-20 to 2024-25.

Customer Dialogue Engagement
TransGas presented an overview of suggestions and
feedback that Customer Dialogue members have provided
for improvements to Customer Dialogue.
TransGas
presented potential structural changes to Customer
Dialogue and facilitated a discussion with Customer
Dialogue members about how best to improve the
Customer Dialogue experience.

If you have any questions arising from this meeting or of the
TransGas Customer Dialogue process in general, please contact
David Cundall at (306) 777-9016 or Tanya Lang at (306) 777-9811.

Rate Design
TransGas presented an overview of the 2019-20 Customer
Dialogue rate design process. This included an overview of
the proposed scope for the design process as well as the
membership selection process, and the proposed rate
design timeline for 2019-20.
Carbon Tax
TransGas presented an update on the Carbon Tax
commencing April 1, 2019. This included a summary of the
Federal Carbon Tax, an overview of the implications for
TransGas and customers, and a description of the
implementation timelines
System Operations Update
TransGas presented an update on the TransGas System for
winter, 2019. This included an assessment on the current
state of the system as well as a forecast of the system for
summer, 2019.
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